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while another, sometimes placed in the same decade, has been
attributed exclusively to the Earl of Roscommon.
Unquestionably the first, and probably the second as I shall
hope to show, is to be more directly attributed to one of the
greatest men in the English literature of the period, the poet,
dramatist, miscellaneous essayist John Dryden. To deal with
the first proposal, a lack of regard for chronological sequence
has obscured the importance of Drydens suggestion of a
British Academy in the Dedication of the Rival Ladies. Writing
of the language of the plav, in which he questions with
becoming modesty whether he has been as careful as he
ought, he says: I am sorry that, speaking so noble a language
as we do, we have not a more cei tain Measure of it, as they
have in France: where they have an Academy erected for that
purpose, and endowed with large privileges by the present
King. Now the Rival Ladies, probably produced in...
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This publication might be worthy of a read through, and superior to other. It normally is not going to charge
excessive. Its been written in an remarkably simple way and is particularly just a er i finished reading through this
book through which in fact transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Juston Mr a z-- Juston Mr a z

The very best pdf i possibly study. It generally will not expense excessive. You wont really feel monotony at anytime of
the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Pr of . O wen Spor er-- Pr of . O wen Spor er
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